SPALDING® EQUIPMENT
Proven on the Court of Play

Spalding is constantly developing new products to meet our customers’ ever-changing needs. We offer high quality products, superior product designs and integrated product development and distribution.

Spalding manufactures a complete line of portable, ceiling-suspended and wall-braced backstops, backboards, rims, volleyball systems, protective padding and accessories.

Our experienced and dedicated sales and customer service teams, along with our national dealer network, provide second to none customer support.

Spalding is the world’s largest basketball equipment company, partnering with the best associations in the world. We are the official backstop of the NBA; Backstop and backboard supplier to the NCAA Final Four; and the basketball equipment supplier to the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS).

Our volleyball systems are used extensively for national and international events, from high school to college. Spalding is the Official Net Systems Supplier to USA Volleyball and the Official Equipment Supplier to the NFHS.
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**SPALDING® FLEX BREAKAWAY GOALS**

- **Flex breakaway goals** are spring loaded but do not include the positive lock mechanism, therefore there is no force threshold required to move the rim. Increasing the force load will cause the rim to travel farther away from play position. Once the force is released, the rim will automatically return to play position.

**SLAM-DUNK® PRECISION 180 GOAL**
- Official goal of the 2011 Men’s and Women’s Final Four
- High performance goal with 180-degree flex breakaway action for collegiate play
- Adjustable reflex mechanism maintains NCAA rebound elasticity requirements
- Meets NCAA specifications
- Anti-whip net and mounting hardware included
- Seven-year warranty

413-577 Slam-Dunk® Precision 180 Goal w/5” x 5” Mounting Pattern

413-574 Slam-Dunk® Precision 180sb Goal w/5” x 4” Mounting Pattern

**SLAMMER® COMPETITOR GOAL**
- Performance positive lock breakaway goal for high school and recreational play
- Universal mounting pattern is compatible with 48” and 42” backboards
- Standard net and mounting hardware included
- Two-year warranty

411-508 Slammer Competitor Goal w/Universal Mounting Pattern (Ram Horn net system)

411-528 Slammer Competitor Goal w/Universal Mounting Pattern (Easy Glide #2 net system)

- All Spalding goals are electrostatically powder coated orange
- Goals not intended for outdoor use

SPALDING® POSITIVE LOCK BREAKAWAY GOALS - Positive Lock goals are spring loaded to withstand a specific amount of force applied to the rim before they automatically release and pivot downward. The amount of force required to release the goal is adjustable. Once the force is removed, the rim will return to play position.

**ARENA® 180 GOAL**
- Official goal of the NBA
- High performance goal with 180-degree positive lock breakaway action for professional and collegiate play
- Factory calibrated breakaway meets NBA rebound elasticity requirements
- Padded cover plate with upper and lower finger guard made of dense foam & rubber to prevent pinching
- Sound reducing padded cover plate
- Anti-whip net and mounting hardware included
- Seven-year warranty

S413-583 Arena® 180 Goal w/5” x 4” Mounting Pattern

**SLAM-DUNK® GOAL**
- High performance positive lock breakaway goal for collegiate play
- Factory calibrated breakaway meets the highest level of rebound elasticity requirements
- Easy Glide #2 net system on 411-704, Ram Horn on 411-705
- Universal mounting pattern is compatible with 48” and 42” backboards
- Anti-whip net and mounting hardware included
- Seven-year warranty

411-704 Slam-Dunk® Pro Goal w/Universal Mounting Pattern

411-705 Slam-Dunk® Goal w/Universal Mounting Pattern

**SLAMMER® FLEX GOAL**
- Flex breakaway goal for recreational play
- Adjustable reflex mechanism is designed to absorb shock due to dunking
- Continuous ram horn net system
- Universal mounting pattern is compatible with 48” and 42” backboards
- Standard net and mounting hardware included
- One-year warranty

411-506 Slammer Flex Goal w/Universal Mounting Pattern

411-507 Slammer Flex Goal II w/Universal Mounting Pattern

- All Spalding goals are electrostatically powder coated orange
- Goals not intended for outdoor use

**SLAM-DUNK® PRECISION 180sb GOAL**
- Official goal of the 2011 Men’s and Women’s Final Four
- High performance goal with 180-degree flex breakaway action for collegiate play
- Adjustable reflex mechanism maintains NCAA rebound elasticity requirements
- Meets NCAA specifications
- Anti-whip net and mounting hardware included
- Seven-year warranty

413-574 Slam-Dunk® Precision 180sb Goal w/5” x 4” Mounting Pattern

- See page 38 for mounting diagrams
### Fixed Goals

**Roughneck Gorilla Goal**
- Fixed goal for aggressive play
- 5/8" diameter support arm for superior strength
- Universal mounting pattern is compatible with 48" and 42" backboards
- Nylon net and mounting hardware included
- Unconditional lifetime warranty

411-556 Roughneck Gorilla Goal w/Universal Mounting Pattern

**Super Goal**
- Fixed goal for playground use
- 1½" diameter support arm for superior strength
- Continuous ram horn net system
- Universal mounting pattern is compatible with 48" and 42" backboards
- Nylon net and mounting hardware included
- One-year warranty

411-551 Super Goal Universal Mounting Pattern

**Hercules®**
- Rear mount fixed goal for recreational play
- Fits most rear mount boards
- Continuous ram horn net system
- Universal mounting pattern is compatible with 48" and 42" backboards
- Nylon net and mounting hardware included
- Two-year warranty

411-554 Hercules® w/Universal Mounting Pattern

**Super Goal II**
- Same features as the Super Goal, but with a double ring configuration

411-553 Super Goal II w/Universal Mounting Pattern

**Heracles® II**
- Same features as the Hercules Goal, but with a double ring configuration

411-552 Heracles® II w/Universal Mounting Pattern

### Nets

**Anti-Whip Net**
- One-year warranty
- Heavy-Duty Nylon Net

413-608 Anti-Whip - 7 oz.

**Pink Anti-Whip Net**
- One-year warranty
- Heavy-Duty Nylon Net

413-328 Pink Anti-Whip - 7 oz.

**Super Net**
- One-year warranty
- Heavy-Duty Nylon Net

413-609 Super Net - 9 oz.

**Standard Net**
- One-year warranty
- Heavy-Duty Nylon Net

413-605 Standard Nylon Net - 5.6 oz.

### SuperGlass™ Pro Backboard

- Official backboard of the NBA
- ¾” tempered glass w/2” border and target
- Sub-frame mounting designed to prevent the goal from touching the glass
- Compatible with main court portable backstops
- Meets all FIBA, NCAA, and NFHS specifications
- Unconditional Lifetime warranty (outdoor use is not covered)

N413-002 SuperGlass™ Pro Backboard 72" x 42"
SPALDING® GLASS BACKBOARDS/Packages

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard 72" x 48"

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard with Center Strut 72" x 42"

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard 72" x 42"

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard with 20-year warranty (413-007)

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Goal with 2-year warranty (413-008)

SuperGlass™ Collegiate 180° Goal with 5-year warranty (411-723)

SuperGlass™ Collegiate BackboardPadding with 5-year warranty (413-011)

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/2" border and target

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/4-point mounts

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/Center Strut

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/Direct Mount

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/Four-Point Mount

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/5-year warranty

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/12-color options

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/Indirect Mount

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/20-year warranty

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard w/20-year warranty

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Goal with 2-year warranty

SuperGlass™ Collegiate 180° Goal with 5-year warranty

SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard Padding with 5-year warranty

SuperGlass™ collegiate backboards

SuperGlass™ Conversion Backboard

SuperGlass™ Conversion Package

= SUPERGLASS™ COLLEGIATE PACKAGES

= SUPERGLASS™ CONVERSION PACKAGE

BANTAM BACKBOARD

Smaller backboard for practice and recreational play, forcing players to focus on target area

¾" tempered glass w/2" border and target

Includes rim restrainer

Backboard mounting pattern: 44 ½" x 36"

Goal mounting pattern: 5" x 5"

Ten-year warranty

403-030 Bantam Backboard 54" x 42"

SUPERGLASS™ CONVERTIONSB

High performance glass backboard for collegiate and high school play

Built-in adapter frame for upgrading from Fan Shaped to Rectangular Glass Backboard

Backboard mounting dimensions: 35" x 20" (custom dimensions available)

Pre-drilled aluminum frame for bolt-on backboard padding

Twenty-year warranty

See page 38 for mounting diagram

413-021 SuperGlass™ Conversion SB Backboard 72" x 42"

20-year warranty on direct mounts only

Outdoor use is not covered

See page 38 for mounting diagram

413-011 SuperGlass™ Collegiate Backboard with Center Strut 72" x 42"
E-Z BOLT Padding for 72” Rectangular Backboards

- Bolt-on backboard padding for 72” rectangular backboards
- Constructed of molded urethane with 2 ¼” wide channel
- Meets NBA, NCAA, FIBA and NFHS specifications
- Eight bolts for easy attachment to 72” glass backboards
- Sold as one pair
- Five-year warranty

Available in:
- 413-410 72” Maroon
- 413-411 72” Red
- 413-412 72” Orange
- 413-413 72” Gold
- 413-414 72” Gray
- 413-415 72” Kelly Green
- 413-416 72” Forest Green
- 413-417 72” Light Blue
- 413-418 72” Royal Blue
- 413-419 72” Navy
- 413-420 72” Purple
- 413-421 72” Black

Note: Colors shown in catalog and on website may not be an exact match.

Wall-Braced Stationary Backstop

- Available in lengths of 8’ to 15’ from the wall (extensions more than 1’-6” require ¼” steel cable – cable included)
- Structure is supported by ¾” steel cable extending diagonally from the wall to the upper piping using two cable clamps per attachment
- Four 2” square, steel tube cross braces and extension pipes construct the framework
- Pipe ends have ¾” heavy-duty flange for attaching to 2” x 6” wall boards and the backboard
- Compatible with full size rectangular backboards and rectangular height adjusters
- Black powder coated finish (custom colors available)
- Five-year warranty

Please see price list for part numbers.

Wall-Braced Side Fold Backstop

- Available in lengths of 3’ to 15’ from the wall (all extension lengths require ¼” steel cable – cable included)
- Structure is supported by ¾” steel cable extending diagonally from the wall to the upper piping using two cable clamps per attachment
- Four 2” square, steel tube cross braces and extension pipes construct the framework
- Telescoping diagonal brace includes locking mechanism and adjustable collar allowing the structure to be precisely placed in playing position from the floor utilizing a factory furnished hand crank
- Offset steel hinges with ¼” heavy-duty flanges connect to 2” x 6” wall board and backboard locations to allow the unit to fold flat against the wall
- Compatible with full size rectangular backboards and rectangular height adjusters
- Black powder coated finish (custom colors available)
- Five-year warranty

Please see price list for part numbers.

Wall-Braced Fold-Up Backstop

- Available in lengths of 3’ to 15’ from the wall (all extension lengths require ¼” steel cable – cable included)
- Four 2” square, steel tube cross braces and saddle-welded braces construct the framework
- Steel hinges with ¼” heavy-duty flanges connect to 2” x 8” wall board and backboard locations
- Structure is supported by ¾” steel cable extending diagonally from the wall to the upper piping using two cable clamps per attachment
- Backstop is raised by a 1000lb manual winch (optional electric winch)
- Backstop lifts by a ¼” steel cable running through a 3-1/2” diameter deep groove cable pulley that is on the upper wallboard
- Compatible with full size rectangular backboards and rectangular height adjusters
- Black powder coated finish (custom colors available)
- Five-year warranty

Please see price list for part numbers.
LYNRUS AUT-O-LOC SAFETY BELT
• Designed specifically for today’s moving and folding backstops
• Lightweight - only 14 lbs. / 6.43kg
• Rated for a maximum of 1000 lbs. / 453.5kg
• Fully automatic
• Spring loaded to retract up to 35 feet. Optional 45 foot / 13.7 meter lead belt is also available
• The inertia plate activates three separate pawls to minimize the shock and instantly stop the load before it gains momentum
• Five-year manufacturers warranty applies

402-875 LynRus Aut-O-Loc Safety Belt for Backstops

RETRACTOR REEL
• Automatically retracts support cable and safety straps keeping them out of playing area when backstop is in game position

401-875 Retractor Reel

LYNRUS QR4000 ELECTRIC WINCH
• 115 volt, single phase, instantly reversing 3/4 HP motor
• Over 1250 lbs. of vertical line pull at 9 feet per minute
• Large grooved drum with a 4 ½” diameter
• High speed worm gear supported for both radial and thrust loads
• Positive locking - double reduction worm gear drive provides a 200:1 reduction rate
• Sealed gear case provides a lifetime of maintenance-free operation
• Includes Deluxe Key Switch
• Five-year manufacturers warranty applies

402-761 LynRus QR4000 Electric Winch

DELUXE KEY SWITCH FOR ELECTRIC WINCH
• Two-year warranty
402-980 Deluxe Key Switch for Electric Winch

LYNRUS REMOTE CONTROL TRANSMITTER FOR ELECTRIC WINCH
402-753 LynRus Remote Control Transmitter for Electric Winch

LYNRUS REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER FOR ELECTRIC WINCH
• Two-year warranty manufacturers warranty applies
402-754 LynRus Remote Control Receiver for Electric Winch

MILWAUKEE PORTABLE WINCH OPERATOR
• Heavy-duty, high torque ½” single head drill motor allowing for electrical operation of manual winch
• One-year manufacturers warranty applies
402-78 Portable Winch Operator and Socket
403-403 Spare Socket

LYNRUS MANUAL WINCH
• Heavy-duty 1000 lb. capacity
• Ample, oversized flanges prevent the cable from climbing drum ends
• Efficient 40:1 worm gear ratio
• Long lasting, ball-bearing type thrust bearing
• Maintenance-free lifetime sealed gear case
• Five-year manufacturers warranty applies
402-760 LynRus Manual Winch 1000 lb. Capacity with Crank Handle

MANUAL HEIGHT ADJUSTERS
• Enables infinite backboard adjustment between 8-10 feet on Wall-Bridged and Ceiling-Suspended Backstops
• Compatible with Fan Shaped and Rectangular Backboards on Single or Double Mast Backstops
• Large coupling nut provides maximum stability
• Black powder coated finish (custom colors available)
• Includes Crank Handle with Hook
• One-year warranty

313-318 for Fan and Conversion Backboards
313-352 for Single Mast Backstop Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 42”)
313-353 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 42”)
313-354 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)

ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTERS
• Enables infinite backboard adjustment between 8-10 feet on Wall-Bridged and Ceiling-Suspended Backstops
• Compatible with Fan Shaped and Rectangular Backboards on Single or Double Mast Backstops
• Operated from floor with keyed switch or gymnasium controller
• Black powder coated finish (custom colors available)
• One-year warranty

313-344 for Fan and Conversion Backboards
313-346 for Bantam Backboard (54” x 42”)
313-347 for Single Mast Backstop Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 42”)
313-348 for Single Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-349 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-350 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-351 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)

313-356 Manual Height Adjusters Operated by Power Bar

313-344 for Fan and Conversion Backboards
313-346 for Bantam Backboard (54” x 42”)
313-347 for Single Mast Backstop Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 42”)
313-348 for Single Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-349 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-350 for Single Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-351 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-352 for Single Mast Backstop Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 42”)
313-353 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-354 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-355 for Double Mast or Wall-Bridged Super Glass™ Collegiate (72” x 48”)
313-356 Power Bar (sold separately)
**DIGITAL GRAPHIC WALL PADS**

All digital graphics are done using state-of-the-art, six-color large format printers. Durable, vivid inks combined with our lamination process ensure that your padding will outlast the silk-screens and vinyl applications of the past. High resolution printing provides sharp image quality from any distance.

**CUSTOMIZATION MADE EASY**

- Any Spalding Wall Pad can be custom printed to match your logo and color scheme specifications
- Full color printing allows unlimited color options
- Artwork is printed directly onto vinyl covers and attached to backing material

Please contact the factory for ordering information and specifications on custom digital graphics.

**WALL MOUNTING ILLUSTRATIONS**

**CLASS A FIRE WALL PADS**

- 2 1/4” (62mm) thick protective wall padding that can be permanently installed or removable *
- Constructed of 9/16” (14mm) fire retardant O.S.B. backing, 2” polychloroprene foam and 14 oz. vinyl cover
- Class A Fire Rating (meets ASTM E84 testing procedures)
- Standard wall pad size is 2’ x 6’
- Choose from a variety of standard colors
- Vinyl cover meets National Fire Protection Standard 701

Please contact Spalding for ordering information.

**2” POLYURETHANE WALL PADS**

- 2 1/4” (62mm) thick protective wall padding that can be permanently installed or removable *
- Constructed of 9/16” (14mm) O.S.B. backing, 2” 100 ILD polyurethane foam and 14 oz. vinyl cover
- Choose from a variety of standard colors
- Vinyl cover meets National Fire Protection Standard 701

Please contact Spalding for ordering information.

**2” BONDED WALL PADS**

- 2 1/4” (62mm) thick protective wall padding that can be permanently installed or removable *
- Constructed of 9/16” (14mm) O.S.B. backing, 2” bonded foam and 14 oz. vinyl cover
- Choose from a variety of standard colors
- Vinyl cover meets National Fire Protection Standard 701

Please contact Spalding for ordering information.

**6# REBOND WALL PADS**

- 2 3/4” (62mm) thick protective wall padding that can be permanently installed or removable *
- Constructed of 9/16” (14mm) O.S.B. backing, 2” 6# rebond foam and 14 oz. vinyl cover
- Choose from a variety of standard colors
- Vinyl cover meets National Fire Protection Standard 701

Please contact Spalding for ordering information.

**SAFETY TIP:**

Wall pads should be installed with the bottom of the pad at a maximum height of 6” above the finished floor.
STEEL BACKBOARD
• Regulation-size steel backboard for indoor/outdoor play
• White electrostatic powder coated with graffiti resistant finish
• Backboard mounting pattern: 63" x 36"
• Goal mounting pattern: 5" x 4"
• One-year warranty; Lifetime warranty on direct mounts
  413-062 Steel Backboard 72" x 42" (pictured)
  411-054 Steel Bantam Backboard 54" x 39" (not pictured)

STEEL FRONT MOUNT FAN BACKBOARD
• Regulation-size Steel Fan Backboard for indoor/outdoor play
• Reinforced with horizontal channels designed for vibration-free action
• Vertical strongback that strengthens the critical rim area
• Specially designed bolt keeper system allows for easy installation
• Recommended for direct mount with Gooseneck Poles
• Backboard mounting pattern: 35" x 20"
• Goal mounting pattern: 5" x 5"
  413-209 Steel Front Mount Fan Backboard 54" x 39" (pictured)
  413-208 Steel Front Mount Fan Backboard 54" x 39" w/orange target (not pictured)

FIBERGLASS BACKBOARD
• Regulation-size fiberglass backboard for indoor/outdoor play
• 1 1/2" thick high density thermally fused panel
• Three layers of fiberglass on the face and two layers on the back
• Hand laminated for added strength
• Gel Coat sealant provides a moisture-resistant barrier
• Backboard mounting pattern: Fiberglass Backboard 63" x 36"
• Goal mounting pattern: Fiberglass Backboard 5" x 4"
• Ten-year warranty: outdoor; Lifetime warranty on direct mounts for indoor use
  413-091 Fiberglass® Backboard 72" x 42"

FIBERGLASS FAN BACKBOARD
• Backboard mounting pattern: 31 1/2" top / 37" bottom x 20"
• Goal mounting pattern: 5" x 5"
  413-230 Fiberglass Fan Backboard 54" x 39"

GOOSENECK POLE
• Galvanized gooseneck poles available in 3 3/4", 4 1/2", or 5 9/16" O.D.
• Available in 3', 4', 5', and 6' extensions
• Unconditional lifetime warranty
• Sleeve not included - Cement directly to the ground
  402-801 3 3/4" O.D. Pole with 3' extension
  402-815 sleeve for 402-801
  402-800 4 1/2" O.D. Pole with 4' extension
  402-816 sleeve for 402-800
  402-802 4 3/4" O.D. Pole with 5' extension
  402-816 sleeve for 402-802
  402-835 5 9/16" O.D. Pole with 6' extension

GOOSENECK POLE SYSTEMS
• Systems include Gooseneck Pole, Steel Fan Backboard and Roughneck Gorilla Goal
• Gooseneck Pole Systems are available in multiple configurations to fit all your playground needs
• Sleeve not included - Cement directly to the ground
Please see price list for part numbers and configurations.

ENFORCER POLE SYSTEM
• System includes a 6" square pole, Steelip Backboard, and Roughneck Gorilla Goal
• 6' of run-out room from backboard to pole
• Black powder coated finish
• Unconditional lifetime warranty
• Sleeve not included - Cement directly to the ground
  402-825 Enforcer Pole System
  402-807 Enforcer Pole
  402-824 sleeve for Enforcer Pole

DOMINATOR POLE SYSTEM
• System includes a 6" square pole, Steelip Backboard and Roughneck Gorilla Goal (components can be purchased separately)
• 4' of run-out room from backboard to pole
• Sleeve not included - Cement directly to the ground
  402-806 Dominator Pole System
  402-797 Dominator Pole
  402-820 Dominator Pole
ARENA® BACKSTOP FEATURES:

• Available in 10’ 8” and 8’ extensions to meet all professional, collegiate, high school and international specifications
• Auto Lift Mechanism (ALM) system for one step set-up without tools
• SuperGlass® Pro Backboard (42” x 72”) with unconditional lifetime warranty
• Slam-Dunk® Precision 180 Goal with unconditional 7-year warranty
• 4” thick protective padding covered in 30 oz. vinyl
• Electrostatic powder coated finish available in custom colors
• Rolls on six - 6” x 2” casters for maximum load dispersion
• Counterweight of 1500 to 2000 lbs. for superior stability
• Floor anchor system compatible with all surfaces
• E-Z Bolt padding available in 12 color options (see pg 9)

ARENA® BACKSTOP – SPRING ASSIST

• Spring assisted lifting mechanism
• Positive lock at 8’, 9’ and 10’ playing heights

401-990 Arena® Backstop-Spring Assist with 10’ 8” extension
401-980 Arena® Backstop-Spring Assist with 8’ extension

ARENA® BACKSTOP – ELECTRIC

• Quickly raise and lower the unit with custom high-torque DC electric motor, coupled with a massive 1 1/2” diameter lead screw
• System uses a standard, dedicated 110V 20 amp circuit
• Infinite height adjustment from 8’ to 10’ with visual height indicator

401-890 Arena® Backstop with 10’ 8” extension
401-880 Arena® Backstop with 8’ extension

SPALDING PORTABLE RAISED DIMENSIONS

Arena Backstop

w/ 8’ extension
401-980
401-880

Arena Backstop

w/ 10’ 8” extension
401-990
401-890
SPALDING® PORTABLE backstops

2500 PORTABLE BACKSTOP
• New portable backstop designed with a smaller base to hold a full-size glass backboard for use at colleges, schools and churches
• 72” x 42” high performance, aluminum framed glass backboard (413-012)
• Backboard is made of ½” tempered glass
• Slammer Competitor Goal (411-508)
• Extension arm provides 5” of offset at 10’ goal height
• Spring assisted one lever height adjustment (no tools needed)
• Goal height is adjustable from 8’ 6” to 10’
• White powder coat finish
• Will fit through standard double door with backboard lowered
• Rolls on four - 4” wheels rated for 600 lbs. each
• Multi-piece base padding included (black)
• Backstop contains 725 lbs. of ballast
• Warranty: Backstop frame, 10-year; Telescoping brace, 2-year; Floor pedestals, 2-year; Backboard, 10-year; Slammer Competitor Goal, 2-year

411-879 2500 Portable Backstop
Spalding 2500 Portable storage dimensions: 115” long x 78” high x 72” wide

2000 PORTABLE BACKSTOP
• Versatile glass backboard portable basketball system for colleges, schools and churches
• 54” x 42” high performance, aluminum framed glass backboard (411-791)
• Backboard is made of ½” tempered glass
• Slammer Competitor Goal (411-798)
• Extension arm provides 5” of offset at 10’ goal height
• Spring assisted one lever height adjustment (no tools needed)
• Goal height is adjustable from 7’ 6” to 10’
• White powder coat finish
• Will fit through standard double door with backboard lowered
• Rolls on four - 4” wheels rated for 600 lbs. each
• Multi-piece base padding included (black)
• Backstop contains 725 lbs. of ballast
• Warranty: Backstop frame, 10-year; Telescoping brace, 2-year; Floor pedestals, 2-year; Backboard, 10-year; Slammer Competitor Goal, 2-year

411-800 2000 Portable Backstop
Spalding 2000 Portable storage dimensions: 119” long x 77½” high x 54½” wide
FASTBREAK 940 PORTABLE BACKSTOP

- Designed for elementary schools, recreation centers, or as a superior home unit
- 54" x 32" high performance, aluminum framed acrylic backboard
- Backboard is 3/8" thick acrylic for superior rebound
- Extension arm provides 6' of offset at 10' goal height
- Pro Image™ Breakaway Goal (411-511)
- Goal height is adjustable from 7' to 10'
- Backboard folds down for storage
- Multi-piece base padding included (black)
- Additional ballast weight required—300-350 recommended lbs. (not included)
- Two-year limited warranty

411-860 Fastbreak 940 Portable Backstop

FASTBREAK 930 PORTABLE BACKSTOP

- Pole system and backboard tip back for easy movement on built-in wheels
- Quick set up and take down
- Eco-Composite Backboard is 48" x 33"
- Arena Slam™ Breakaway Goal
- Acrylic Backboard is 48" x 32"
- Telescoping poles easily adjust goal height from 7' to 10'
- All steel welded construction
- Base has vinyl trim to avoid marring floors
- Includes full front padding (black)
- Additional ballast required—200 recommended lbs. (not included)
- Two-year limited warranty
- Base dimensions: 35 1/4" x 19 3/4" x 13 1/4"

411-850 Fastbreak 930 Portable Backstop w/Eco Composite Backboard
411-855 Fastbreak 930 Portable Backstop w/Acrylic Backboard

Fastbreak 930 Portable storage dimensions: 117" long x 49" high x 48" wide

FASTBREAK 960 PORTABLE BACKSTOP

- Designed for institutional use at high schools, camps, churches or health clubs
- 60" x 36" high performance, aluminum framed acrylic backboard
- Backboard is 3/8" thick acrylic for superior rebound
- Extension arm provides 6' of offset at 10' goal height
- Pro Image™ Breakaway Goal (411-511)
- Goal height is adjustable from 7' to 10'
- Easily folded by two people in less than two minutes
- Multi-piece base padding included (black)
- Additional ballast weight required—300-350 recommended lbs. (not included)
- Two-year limited warranty

411-870 Fastbreak 960 Portable Backstop

FASTBREAK 940 PORTABLE BACKSTOP

- Designed for street tournament play
- Extension arm provides 3’ of offset at 10’ goal height
- 54” x 38” acrylic backboard with steel back framework
- Slammer Flex Goal included (411-506)
- Goal height is adjustable from 8’ to 10’
- Backboard folds down for storage
- Base padding included (black)
- Additional ballast weight required—500 recommended lbs. (not included)
- One-year limited warranty

411-790 Street Tournament Portable Backstop

Spalding Street Tournament
Portable storage dimensions:
116 ¾” long x 35” high x 54” wide

FASTBREAK 960 PORTABLE BACKSTOP & FASTBREAK 930 PORTABLE BACKSTOP

SPALDING® PORTABLE backstops

SPALDING® PORTABLE backstops
960 PORTABLE BACKSTOP
- Designed for institutional use at high schools, camps, churches or health clubs
- Extension arm provides 4’ of offset at 10’ goal height
- Pro Image™ Breakaway Goal (411-511)
- Goal height is adjustable from 6’6” to 10’
- Easily folded by one person in less than two minutes
- Multi-piece base padding included (black)
- Additional ballast weight required—300-350 recommended lbs. (not included)
- Two-year limited warranty

940 PORTABLE BACKSTOP
- Designed for elementary schools, recreation centers, or as a top quality home unit
- Extension arm provides 3’ of offset at 10’ goal height
- Pro Image™ Breakaway Goal (411-511)
- Goal height is adjustable from 6’6” to 10’
- Backboard folds down for storage
- Multi-piece base padding included (black)
- Additional ballast weight required—300-350 recommended lbs. (not included)
- Two-year limited warranty

SPALDING® CEILING-SUSPENDED BACKSTOPS
SPALDING OFFERS MANY DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS OF OUR SINGLE MAST CEILING-SUSPENDED BACKSTOPS FROM FORWARD FOLD TO ROLL FOLD OUR BACKSTOPS ARE SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS. TO GET THE RIGHT STYLE FOR YOUR FACILITY, LOCATE YOUR SPALDING DEALER AT WWW.SPALDINGEQUIPMENT.COM

960 PORTABLE BACKSTOP STORAGE DIMENSIONS: 86 ½’’ long x 53’’ high x 54’’ wide

940 PORTABLE BACKSTOP STORAGE DIMENSIONS: 77’’ long x 78’’ high x 54’’ wide
SINGLE MAST FEATURES

- Vertical main masts consist of 6 ’4” O.D. x 10 gauge pipe sized tubing with 2” x 9 gauge square tubing sway braces to construct a solid framework.
- Our 4” top channel helps support the adjustable backstop hinge hangers which allow precise frame placement, leveling and alignment during installation.
- Framework is adaptable to any configuration of backboard you require.
- Laboratory tested safety cables are placed at every connection point to help protect against personal injury and/or property damage.
- Electrostatically-applied and baked on powder coating creates a smooth, durable protective finish to your backstop. Also available in custom colors.
- Fully welded to 31’
- Meets official NCAA and NFHS regulations
- Five-year limited warranty on materials and workmanship.

SAFETY

At Spalding, we engineer each ceiling-suspended backstop with safety as our number one priority. Safety cables provide a comforting backup to the high-quality hardware that we provide.

POWDER COAT COLORS

*1055 - SIDE FOLD, REAR BRACED
*Also available with front braced

STANDARD POWDER COAT COLORS AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE - CONTACT THE FACTORY FOR CUSTOM OPTIONS.
SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

Fold up
• Offers a clean way to divide your gymnasium into two useful areas
• Accordian folds are powered by 1/8" steel cables running through grommets vertically to a clean pocket at the bottom of the curtain with a weighted pipe giving nice clean lines
• Curtain has 1" outer edges that are doubled to eliminate fraying
• Lower section of the curtain is constructed of a solid 18 oz. vinyl and the upper section made of a 9 oz. mesh with 2" welded seams while meeting the California State Fire Code
• One-year limited warranty on materials and workmanship

Walk-draw
• The most cost effective way to divide your gym
• A 3" pocket lines the bottom edge of the curtain to accommodate the coil-proof chain as a weighted base
• Track is made from 16 gauge galvanized steel which holds ball bearing wheels for easy mobility
• Vinyl fabric lines the top edge of the curtain with grommets every 12" which attach to the carriers and s-hooks
• Storage space is 1 1/8" per foot of the curtain
• Curtain has 1" outer edges that are doubled to eliminate fraying
• Lower section of the curtain is constructed of a solid 18 oz. vinyl and the upper section made of a 9 oz. mesh with 2" welded seams while meeting the California State Fire Code
• One-year limited warranty on materials and workmanship

Slope Fold
• These custom curtains contour to the slope of your facility's roof line for maximum ceiling coverage
• Accordian folds are powered by 1/8" steel cables spaced every 9' running through grommets vertically and pass through overhead pulleys to a 3/4 hp electric winch
• Vinyl fabric lines the top edge of the curtain with grommets every 12". Shocks attach to these grommets on the top of the curtain by a chain and carrier rollers that sit in a 16 gauge steel channel track
• Lower section of the curtain is constructed of a solid 18 oz. vinyl and the upper section made of a 9 oz. mesh with 2" welded seams while meeting the California State Fire Code
• One-year limited warranty on materials and workmanship

Radius Fold
• Separates an outer running track from the playing courts inside a multi-purpose facility
• Accordian folds are powered by 1/8" steel cables spaced every 12' running through grommets which are spaced 1 1/2' vertically to a clean pocket at the bottom of the curtain with a weighted pipe giving nice clean lines
• Cables are attached to an angled drive pipe that rotates on roller brackets driven by a 3/4 hp electric winch to fold up the curtain
• The radius of the curtain shouldn't fall under 20'
• Curtain has 1" outer edges that are doubled to eliminate fraying
• Lower section of the curtain is constructed of a solid 18 oz. vinyl and the upper section made of a 9 oz. mesh with 2" welded seams while meeting the California State Fire Code
• One-year limited warranty on materials and workmanship

Available Vinyl Colors
Contact the Factory for Details.
- White, Black, Red, Blue
- Yellow, Green, Purple

Available Mesh Colors
Contact the Factory for Details.
- White, Black, Red
- Yellow, Green, Purple

Gymnasium Equipment

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains

SPALDING® DIVIDER curtains
GYMNASIUM CONTROLLER

This control system is a major improvement over a conventional key switch used for each of your backstop winches, divider curtains, scoreboards, etc. With Spalding’s Gymnasium Controller you can control up to 42 devices easily from one location with just the touch of a button.

- Controls your gymnasium with easy-to-operate computer screens – 3 styles available
- One motor will run at a time, allowing for optimal observation of the equipment while in use
- Each relay panel can control up to 7 different motors with networking capabilities to run up to 42 devices from one location
- All low voltage displays are username and password protected to maintain equipment security
- Controller can operate: Ceiling-Suspended Backstops, Divider Curtains, Retractable Batting Cages, Height Adjusters, and Activate scoreboards, lights and sound systems

Note: All wiring should be completed by a licensed electrician. All wiring, conduit, components and installation techniques must meet all applicable local, state and national codes

- Programmable to store various operations such as basketball practice, volleyball or basketball games, gym mode, etc. Can store up to 10 scenarios
- Gray box not included

BATTING CAGE

- Designed for indoor use only
- Minimum ceiling height requirement of 17’
- Frame is constructed of 1 3/4” square x 14 gauge steel tubing and fits together using telescoping pipe and bolts
- Cage easily raises and lowers from the ceiling with a 7/8 hp electric motor
- Netting attaches easily to the frame with breech snaps
- Black net is made of a high strength polyethylene material
- Standard mesh size is 1 3/4” with 7/8” mesh available for golf
- Black powder coat finish

417-282 70'L x 14'W x 12'H — 2.5 Braided Net
417-286 55'L x 14'W x 12'H — 2.5 Braided Net
417-283 70'L x 14'W x 12'H — Golf Net

Custom sizes, colors and nets available

is your gymnasium equipment up-to-date?
contact your local certified GymDoctor ™ dealer to schedule an inspection.
### 72” GLASS
**ARENA VIEW® SERIES**
- Board Size: 72” x 42”
- Board: 7/8” Tempered Glass
- Board Frame: Steel
- Board Offset: 4’
- Lift System: U-Turn™ Pro
- Lift Handle: Removable
- Pole Size: 1 Pc, 8” Square
- Pole Material: Steel
- Rim Style: 180° Breakaway
- Pole Pad: Arena
- Pole Pad: Stadium Style

**ARENA VIEW® H-SERIES**
- Board Size: 72” x 42”
- Board: 7/8” Acrylic
- Board Frame: Steel
- Board Offset: 3’
- Lift System: U-Turn™ Pro
- Lift Handle: Removable
- Pole Size: 1 Pc, 6” Square
- Pole Material: Steel
- Rim Style: 180° Breakaway
- Pole Pad: Heavy Duty

### 60” GLASS
**ARENA VIEW® SERIES**
- Board Size: 60” x 38”
- Board: 7/8” Tempered Glass
- Board Frame: Steel
- Board Offset: 3’
- Lift System: U-Turn™ Pro
- Lift Handle: Removable
- Pole Size: 1 Pc, 6” Square
- Pole Material: Steel
- Rim Style: 180° Breakaway
- Pole Pad: Heavy Duty

**ARENA VIEW® H-SERIES**
- Board Size: 60” x 38”
- Board: 7/8” Acrylic
- Board Frame: Steel
- Board Offset: 3’
- Lift System: U-Turn™ Pro
- Lift Handle: Removable
- Pole Size: 1 Pc, 5” Square
- Rim Style: Flex Breakaway
- Pole Pad: Heavy Duty

### 54” GLASS
**ARENA VIEW® SERIES**
- Board Size: 54” x 36”
- Board: 7/8” Tempered Glass
- Board Frame: Steel
- Board Offset: 3’
- Lift System: U-Turn™ Pro
- Lift Handle: Removable
- Pole Size: 1 Pc, 5” Square
- Rim Style: Flex Breakaway
- Pole Pad: Heavy Duty

**ARENA VIEW® H-SERIES**
- Board Size: 54” x 36”
- Board: 7/8” Acrylic
- Board Frame: Steel
- Board Offset: 3’
- Lift System: U-Turn™ Pro
- Lift Handle: Removable
- Pole Size: 1 Pc, 5” Square
- Rim Style: Flex Breakaway
- Pole Pad: Heavy Duty
PORTABLE SYSTEMS

54” GLASS

- Board Size - 54”
- Board - 1/4” Tempered Glass
- Board Frame - Steel
- Board Offset - 2”
- Lift System - Screw Jack
- Lift Handle - Removable
- Pole Size - 3 Pc, 4” Square
- Pole Material - Steel
- Rim Style - Arena Slam®
- Base: 40 Gallon Ballast
- Front Cover: Rebounder During Play
- Board Pad - Foam
- Wheels: 2

Item# 68454
A&A# 421-214

54” ACRYLIC

- Board - Acrylic
- Board Frame - Steel
- Board Offset - 2”
- Lift System - Screw Jack
- Lift Handle - Removable
- Pole Size - 3 Pc, 3 1/2” Round
- Pole Material - Steel
- Pole Angle: 20°
- Rim Style - Arena Slam®
- Base: 40 Gallon Ballast
- Front Cover: Rebounder During Play
- Board Pad - Authentic Style
- Wheels: 2

Item# 68564
A&A# 421-197

60” GLASS

- Board Size - 560”
- Board - 1/4” Tempered Glass
- Board Frame - Steel
- Board Offset - 2”
- Lift System - Screw Jack
- Lift Handle - Removable
- Pole Size - 2 Pc, 5” Square
- Pole Material - Steel
- Pole Angle: 20°
- Wheels: 4
- Rim Style - Pro Image™
- Base: 55 Gallon Power Move™
- Front Cover: Pre-Play Movement & During Play Rebounder

Item# 74560
A&A# 421-232

54” ACRYLIC

- Board - Acrylic
- Board Frame - Steel
- Board Offset - 2”
- Lift System - Screw Jack
- Lift Handle - Removable
- Pole Size - 3 Pc, 3 1/2” Round
- Pole Material - Steel
- Pole Angle: 20°
- Rim Style - Arena Slam®
- Base: 40 Gallon Ballast
- Front Cover: Rebounder During Play
- Board Pad - Authentic Style
- Wheels: 2

Item# 68562
A&A# 421-198

60” ACRYLIC

- Board - Acrylic
- Board Frame - Steel
- Board Offset - 2”
- Lift System - Screw Jack
- Lift Handle - Removable
- Pole Size - 3 Pc, 3 1/2” Round
- Pole Material - Steel
- Pole Angle: 20°
- Rim Style - Arena Slam®
- Base: 40 Gallon Ballast
- Front Cover: Rebounder During Play
- Board Pad - Authentic Style
- Wheels: 2

Item# 68562
A&A# 421-198
NBA BALL RACK
- Holds 18 full size basketballs
- Constructed of steel tubing with grey powder coat finish
- Includes swivel wheels
- Non-topple base
- Angled rails for easy ball removal
411-601 NBA Ball Rack

REPLICA PRO BALL RACK
- Holds 15 full size basketballs
- Constructed of durable chrome steel tubing
- Swivel casters
- Non-topple base
- Angled rails for easy ball removal
411-602 Replica Pro Ball Rack

COLLEGIATE BALL RACK
- Constructed of chrome steel tubing
- Swivel casters
- Non-topple base
- Holds up to 16 balls
411-601 Collegiate Ball Rack

SCHOLASTIC BALL RACK
- Constructed of chrome steel tubing
- Swivel casters
- Non-topple base
- Holds up to 12 balls
411-600 Scholastic Ball Rack

BALL LOCKER
- Constructed of welded steel
- Non-marring swivel casters
- Lockable
- Holds up to 30 balls
411-605 Ball Locker

McCALL’S REBOUNDER
- Known as one of the best rebound skill builder on the market
- Sharpens players’ rebounding skills
- Ideal tool for increasing grip strength and vertical leap
- Helps improve balance, timing and perception under the goal
- Adjustable from 7’ to 12’
- Transports easily on built-in smooth rolling casters
411-621 McCall’s Rebounder

FOLDING BOUNCE BACK
- Net frame angles up or down for all types of return passes
- Heavy-duty net and bands
- Folds for compact storage
- Lockable
- Built-in weight tubes eliminate the need for weight bags
411-627 Folding Bounce Back

WHEELED BOUNCE BACK
- Net frame angles up or down for all types of return passes
- Skid-resistant wheels
- Heavy-duty net and bands
- ¾” steel rolling base with easy operating brake
- Net frame is removable in seconds without tools
- Single clamp height adjustment
411-624 Wheeled Bounce Back
PORTABLE SCORER’S TABLE

- Heavy-duty folding table for courtside use
- Accommodates four chairs
- Solid steel welded construction
- Folds in seconds for mobility and storage
- Built-in non-marking casters for easy transportation
- Access holes for routing cables
- UL electrical duplex outlet and extension
- Logo and/or school name - one color only for additional fee
- 14 oz. vinyl padding on visible sides (specify color)
- 8’4” x 36” x 34” unfolded for game use, 52” x 21 ½” x 34” folded for storage
- 205 lbs. shipping weight, 52” x 36” x 24” shipping size

Note: Colors shown in catalog and on website may not be an exact match. Please request a color swatch.

DIGITAL GRAPHIC SCORER’S TABLE

- Spalding’s durable and convenient scorer’s tables are now available with custom printed, full color padding
- All digital graphics are done using state-of-the-art, six-color large format printers
- Durable, vivid inks ensure that your padding will outlast the silk-screeners and vinyl applications of the past
- Our lamination process decreases the likelihood of scratching as well as regular wear-and-tear from daily use
- 8’4” x 36” x 34” unfolded for game use, 52” x 21 ½” x 34” folded for storage
- 205 lbs. shipping weight, 52” x 36” x 24” shipping size

Please contact factory for additional information.
NEW product

**SOLO ELITE SYSTEM**

At Spalding, we build our volleyball equipment to exceed the highest standards for durability, performance and ease-of-use. Our Solo Elite systems include the following features:

- Lightweight and easy to set up (winch end - 48 lbs, non winch end - 43 lbs)
- Deflection comparable to a steel system with the weight of an aluminum system
- Internal winch designed to eliminate dangerous backlash and keeps net tight during intense play. Retractable winch handle keeps the upright slim and sleek for formfitting pads
- Unique extruded aluminum shape designed to nearly eliminate deflection
- High strength extruded 6065 T5 Aluminum uprights with black hard coat anodizing
- Zinc plated steel pistons
- Viewing window allows the user to easily set the system to the appropriate height
- Automatically stops at proper depth in any existing 3” floor sleeve
- Warranty: poles and piston, ten-year; parts and winch, one-year
- Requires 3” floor sleeves - sold separately (see page 53 for details)
- Meets NCAA, NFHS and FIVB specifications
- Official supplier to USAV and NHHS

**SOLO ELITE ONE-COURT SYSTEM**

**SOLO ELITE WINCH END UPRIGHT**

Includes:
- 438-048 Antennae Package

438-701 Solo Elite Winch End Upright

**SOLO ELITE CENTER UPRIGHT**

Includes:
- 438-702 Solo Elite Center Upright
- 438-048 Antennae Package

438-702 Solo Elite Center Upright

**SOLO ELITE UPRIGHT PACKAGE**

Includes:
- 438-048 Antennae Package
- 438-701 Solo Elite Winch End Upright
- 438-702 Solo Elite Center Upright
- 408-048 Antennae Package

438-700 Solo Elite Upright Package

*Add 438-701 Solo Elite Winch End Upright to make a two-court setup.

**ONE-COURT SOLO ELITE SYSTEM**

Includes:
- 438-701 Solo Elite Winch End Upright
- 438-702 Solo Elite Center Upright
- 438-203 36” Net Package
- 438-048 Antennae Package
- SV400-E Upright End Pads - Pair

SSE100 One-Court Solo Elite System

**TWO-COURT SOLO ELITE SYSTEM**

Includes:
- (2) 438-701 Solo Elite Winch End Upright
- (1) 438-702 Solo Elite Center Upright
- (2) 438-203 36” Net Package
- (2) 408-048 Antennae Package
- SW400-E Upright End Pads - Pair
- SV400-C Upright Center Pad - Each

SSE200 Two-Court Solo Elite System

*See page 62 for court layouts*
Spalding® Rectangular Slide Systems

**Spalding® Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Systems Include the Following Features:**

- Rectangular profile reduces the weight and deflection under tension
- High strength aluminum uprights made of 4-1/2" x 3" (114 x 76mm) cross section profile
- Spalding uprights painted with a blue powder coated finish
- Easy continuous adjustment to ensure correct net height for any situation
- Uprights are clearly marked at all levels of volleyball, tennis, and badminton height
- Plugs are placed at the top and bottom of the uprights to prevent floor damage
- Internal slide bar allows for easy infinite adjustments regardless of competitive height
- New smaller winch includes a nylon leader strap for safety and easy net attachment
- Requires 3" floor sleeves - sold separately (see pages 53 for details)

**Warranty:** poles and slide bars, five-year; parts and winch, one-year

---

**New Product**

### Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package

- Includes:
  - 438-400 Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Winch End Upright
  - 438-401 Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Center Upright
  - 408-048 Antennae & Holder Set

**438-402 Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package**

### Rectangular Slide Multi-Court Upright

- Includes:
  - Use to make two, three or four-court continuous set-up
  - 408-048 Antennae & Holder Set

**438-403 Rectangular Slide Multi-Court Upright**

### One-Court Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport System

- Includes:
  - 438-402 Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package
  - 434-203 36" Net Package
  - 408-048 Antennae & Holder Set
  - SV500 Rectangular Upright End Pads - Pair

**SRS100 One-Court Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport System**

### Two-Court Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport System

- Includes:
  - 438-402 Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package
  - 438-403 Rectangular Slide Multi-Court Winch End Upright
  - (2) 434-203 36" Net Package
  - (2) 408-048 Antennae & Holder Set
  - (2) SV500 Rectangular Upright End Pads - Pair
  - SV500 Rectangular Upright Center Pad - Each

**SRS200 Two-Court Rectangular Slide Multi-Sport System**

---

*See page 51 & 62 for court layouts*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elite Aluminum System</th>
<th>Elite Aluminum System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-048 Antennae Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• Use with 438-295 to make two-court continuous set-up</td>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-048 Antennae Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• Use with 438-295 and 438-296 to make three-court (or more) continuous set-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Center Upright</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright</td>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright Package</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-048 Antennae Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• Use with 438-295 and 438-296 to make three-court (or more) continuous set-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Upright Package</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package</td>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-048 Antennae Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• Use with 438-295 and 438-296 to make three-court (or more) continuous set-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• SV200-E Upright End Pads - Pair&lt;br&gt;• SV200-C Upright Center Pad - Each&lt;br&gt;• SEA200 One-Court Elite Aluminum System</td>
<td><strong>One-Court Elite Aluminum System</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package&lt;br&gt;• 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• SV200-E Upright End Pads - Pair&lt;br&gt;• SV200-C Upright Center Pad - Each&lt;br&gt;• SEA200 One-Court Elite Aluminum System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One-Court Elite Aluminum System</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• SV200-E Upright End Pads - Pair&lt;br&gt;• SV200-C Upright Center Pad - Each&lt;br&gt;• SEA200 One-Court Elite Aluminum System</td>
<td><strong>Two-Court Elite Aluminum System</strong>&lt;br&gt;Includes:&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-296 Elite Aluminum Winch End Upright&lt;br&gt;• (1) 438-297 Elite Aluminum Center Upright&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-295 Elite Aluminum Upright Package&lt;br&gt;• (2) 438-298 Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright&lt;br&gt;• SV200-E Upright End Pads - Pair&lt;br&gt;• SV200-C Upright Center Pad - Each&lt;br&gt;• SEA200 Two-Court Elite Aluminum System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Features:**
- Lightweight and easy to set up
- High strength uprights made of 3” (76mm) O.D. extruded aluminum
- Improved pulley guard prevents cable misalignment
- Navy blue powder coated uprights with silver powder coated pistons
- Spring-loaded pistons for easy adjustment regardless of competitive height
- Adjust to junior’s, women’s, and men’s height
- Adjustable height worm gear winch designed to eliminate backlash and keep net tight during intense play
- Nylon leader strap for easy net attachment
- Requires 3” floor sleeves - sold separately (see pages 53 for details)
- Warranty: poles and piston, ten-year; parts and winch, one-year
- Meets NCAA, NFHS, and FIVB specifications
- Official supplier to USAV and NFHS

**Benefits:**
- At Spalding, we build our Volleyball equipment to exceed the highest standards for durability, performance, and ease of use. Our Elite Aluminum systems include the following features:
- Lightweight and easy to set up
- High strength uprights made of 3” (76mm) O.D. extruded aluminum
- Improved pulley guard prevents cable misalignment
- Navy blue powder coated uprights with silver powder coated pistons
- Spring-loaded pistons for easy adjustment regardless of competitive height
- Adjust to junior’s, women’s, and men’s height
- Adjustable height worm gear winch designed to eliminate backlash and keep net tight during intense play
- Nylon leader strap for easy net attachment
- Requires 3” floor sleeves - sold separately (see pages 53 for details)
- Warranty: poles and piston, ten-year; parts and winch, one-year
- Meets NCAA, NFHS, and FIVB specifications
- Official supplier to USAV and NFHS

**Upright Storage Rack:**
See page 59 for details on this convenient addition to your volleyball equipment.

**Spalding is proud to be the official volleyball equipment supplier to the NFHS.**

**Spalding is proud to be the official net systems supplier to USA Volleyball.**

---

**Images:**
- Elite Aluminum System
- Elite Aluminum Upright Package
- Elite Aluminum Multi-Court Upright Package
- One-Court Elite Aluminum System
- Two-Court Elite Aluminum System

---

**Contact:**
- Spalding Volleyball Equipment
- spaldingequipment.com
- 800.435.3865

---

**Specifications:**
- ELITE ALUMINUM SYSTEM
- ELITE ALUMINUM SYSTEM
- ELITE ALUMINUM SYSTEM
- ELITE ALUMINUM SYSTEM
- ELITE ALUMINUM SYSTEM

---

**Warranty:**
- Poles and piston, ten-year; parts and winch, one-year

---

**Suppliers:**
- Official supplier to USAV and NFHS

---

**Nutritional Information:**
- Spalding equipment

---

**Customer Support:**
- Spalding Volleyball Equipment
- spaldingequipment.com
- 800.435.3865

---

**References:**
- Spalding is proud to be the official volleyball equipment supplier to the NFHS.
- Spalding is proud to be the official net systems supplier to USA Volleyball.
ELITE STEEL SYSTEM

AT SPALDING, WE BUILD OUR VOLLEYBALL EQUIPMENT TO EXCEED THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR DURABILITY, PERFORMANCE AND EASE-OF-USE. OUR ELITE STEEL SYSTEMS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:

• High strength uprights made of 3” (76mm) O.D. steel for the highest level of competitive play
• Navy blue powder coated uprights with chrome plated pistons
• Improved pulley guard prevents cable misalignments
• Spring-loaded pistons for easy adjustment regardless of competitive height
• Adjusts from junior’s, women’s, and men’s height
• Adjustable height worm gear winch designed to eliminate backlash and keep net tight during intense play
• Nylon leader strap for easy net attachment
• Requires 3” floor sleeves - sold separately (see pages 53 for details)
• Warranty: poles and piston, ten-year; parts and winch, one-year
• Meets all USAV, NCAA, NFHS, and FIVB specifications
• Official supplier to USAV and NFHS

ELITE STEEL WINCH END UPRIGHT

Includes:
• 408-048 Antennae Package
438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
* Use with 438-290 to make two-court continuous set-up

ELITE STEEL CENTER UPRIGHT

438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright

ELITE STEEL UPRIGHT PACKAGE

Includes:
• 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 408-048 Antennae Package
438-290 Elite Steel Upright Package

ELITE STEEL MULTI-COURT UPRIGHT

Includes:
• 408-048 Antennae Package
438-293 Elite Steel Multi-Court Upright
* Use with 438-290 and 438-291 to make three-court (or more) continuous set-up

ONE-COURT ELITE STEEL SYSTEM

Includes:
• 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 438-290 Elite Steel Upright Package
• 438-293 Elite Steel Multi-Court Upright

TWO-COURT ELITE STEEL SYSTEM

Includes:
• (2) 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• (1) 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• (2) 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• (1) 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 438-048 Antennae Package
• 438-290 Elite Steel Upright Package
• 438-293 Elite Steel Multi-Court Upright Package

ONE-COURT ELITE STEEL SYSTEM

Includes:
• 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 438-290 Elite Steel Upright Package
• 438-293 Elite Steel Multi-Court Upright

TWO-COURT ELITE STEEL SYSTEM

Includes:
• (2) 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• (1) 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• (2) 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
• (1) 438-292 Elite Steel Center Upright
• 438-048 Antennae Package
• 438-290 Elite Steel Upright Package
• 438-293 Elite Steel Multi-Court Upright Package

* See page 62 for court layouts
**WOMEN’S SPECIFIC SYSTEM**

AT SPALDING, WE BUILD OUR VOLLEYBALL EQUIPMENT TO EXCEED THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR DURABILITY, PERFORMANCE AND EASE-OF-USE. **OUR WOMEN’S SPECIFIC SYSTEMS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES:**

- Lightweight and easy to set up
- Height adjustment collar allows for one-time set-up with no need for everyday adjustments
- High strength uprights made of 3’’ (76mm) O.D. steel
- Navy blue powder coated uprights
- Adjustable height worm gear winch designed to eliminate backlash and keep net tight during intense play
- Nylon leader strap for easy net attachment
- Requires 3’’ floor sleeves - sold separately (see page 53 for details)
- Warranty: poles ten-year, parts and winch, one-year
- Meets NCAA, NFHS, and FIVB specifications
- Official supplier to USAV and NFHS

**WOMEN’S SPECIFIC WINCH END UPRIGHT**

Includes:

- 408-048 Antennae Package
- 438-300 Women’s Specific Winch End Upright

**WOMEN’S SPECIFIC CENTER UPRIGHT**

Includes:

- 438-301 Women’s Specific Center Upright

**WOMEN’S SPECIFIC UPRIGHT PACKAGE**

Includes:

- 438-300 Women’s Specific Winch End Upright
- 438-301 Women’s Specific Center Upright
- 408-048 Spalding Antennae Package

**ONE-COURT WOMEN’S SPECIFIC SYSTEM**

Includes:

- 438-300 Women’s Specific Winch End Upright
- 438-301 Women’s Specific Center Upright
- 408-048 Antennae Package
- SV100-E Upright End Pads - Pair
- SVS100 One-Court Women’s Specific System

**TWO-COURT WOMEN’S SPECIFIC SYSTEM**

Includes:

- (2) 438-300 Women’s Specific Winch End Upright
- (1) 438-301 Women’s Specific Center Upright
- (2) 408-048 Antennae Package
- SV100-E Upright End Pads - Pair
- SV100-C Upfit Center Pad - Each
- SWS200 Two-Court Women’s Specific System

NEW product  

**ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT REFEREE PLATFORM**

- Folding
- Collapsible

See page 58 for details.
SPALDING® MULTI-SPORT systems

**aluminum uprights**

SPALDING’S SLIDE MULTI-SPORT SYSTEMS include the following features:

- Lightweight and easy to set up
- High strength uprights made of 3” (76mm) O.D. extruded aluminum
- Navy blue powder coated uprights with silver powder coated sliders
- Easy infinite adjustment regardless of competitive height
- Use at all levels of volleyball, tennis, and badminton
- Nylon leader strap for easy net attachment
- Requires 3” floor sleeves - sold separately (see page 53 for details)
- Warranty: poles and slide, five-year; parts and winch, one-year

**SLIDE MULTI-SPORT UPRIGHT PACKAGE**

Includes:

- Slide Multi-Sport Winch End Upright
- Slide Multi-Sport Center Upright
- 438-465 Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package

**SLIDE MULTI-COURT UPRIGHT**

Includes:

- Use to make two, three or four-court continuous set-up
- 438-466 Slide Multi-Court Upright

**ONE-COURT SLIDE MULTI-SPORT SYSTEM**

Includes:

- 438-465 Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package
- 414-203 36” Net Package
- 408-048 Antenna Package
- SV200-E Upright End Pads - Pair
- 53800 One-Court Slide Multi-Sport System

**TWO-COURT SLIDE MULTI-SPORT SYSTEM**

Includes:

- 438-465 Slide Multi-Sport Upright Package
- 438-466 Slide Multi-Court Winch End Upright
- (2) 414-203 36” Net Package
- (2) 408-048 Antenna Package
- (2) SV200-E Upright End Pads - Pair
- (2) SV200-C Upright Center Pad - Each
- 55200 Two-Court Slide Multi-Sport System

**MULTI SPORT UPRIGHTS** include the following features:

- Uprights made of 3” (76mm) O.D. aluminum or 3” (76mm) O.D. chrome-plated steel
- Warm Gear Winch eliminates backlash
- Nylon leader strap for easy net attachment
- Used for all levels of volleyball, paralympic volleyball, badminton, and tennis
- Warranty: poles and piston, five-year; parts and winch, one-year

**MULTI-SPORT ALUMINUM UPRIGHT PACKAGE** includes:

- 438-046 Multi-Sport Aluminum Winch End Upright
- 438-062 Multi-Sport Aluminum Center Upright
- 414-100 Multi-Sport Quick Set Net
- Floor plate/sleeve not included (see page 53 for floor plate/sleeve options)
- 438-060 Multi-Sport Aluminum Upright Package
*Add 438-046 Multi-Sport Winch End Upright to make a two, three or four-court setup.

**MULTI-SPORT ALUMINUM SYSTEMS** includes:

- 438-046 Multi-Sport Aluminum Upright Package
- Pair SV200 Upright End Pads (see page 57 for color options)
- SMA100 One-Court Multi-Sport Aluminum System
- SMA200 Two-Court Multi-Sport Aluminum System

**steel uprights**

**MULTI-SPORT STEEL UPRIGHT PACKAGE** includes:

- 438-026 Multi-Sport Steel Winch End Upright
- 438-027 Multi-Sport Steel Center Upright
- 414-100 36” Quick Set Net
- Floor plate/sleeve not included (see page 53 for floor plate/sleeve options)
- 438-025 Multi-Sport Steel Upright Package
*Add 438-026 Multi-Sport Winch End Upright to make a two, three or four-court setup.

**MULTI-SPORT STEEL SYSTEMS** includes:

- 438-025 Multi-Sport Steel Upright Package
- Pair SV200 Upright End Pads (see page 53 for color options)
- SMS100 One-Court Multi-Sport Steel System
- SMS200 Two-Court Multi-Sport Steel System

**MULTI-SPORT NETS**

- Multi-Sport nets sold separately
- Designed for use with Multi-Sport Systems
- 438-060 Badminton/Tennis Net

• See page 51 & 62 for court layouts
• See page 50 for court layouts
tennis & badminton systems

**Tennis System**
- System includes two uprights—one with a worm gear winch and one for net tensioning
- Uprights are made of 3" (76mm) O.D. steel with a fixed height of 3' 6" (103cm)
- Floor plate/sleeve not included (see page 53 for floor plate/sleeve options)
- Net not included, sold separately

- 438-370 Tennis System
- 438-371 Winch End Upright for two-court play
- 434-039 Official 42" (1.1m) Tennis Net
- 434-040 36" (1m) Tennis Net for use on a volleyball court setup

**Badminton System**
- System includes two uprights with adjusting height collars and badminton net
- 434-050 Badminton Net - 20' (6.1m) mesh net with 26' (7.9m) long top rope
- Uprights are made of 2" (51mm) O.D. steel tubing
- Floor sleeves sold separately
- 438-704 Locking Chrome Floor Plate/Sleeve - Pair
- 438-705 Locking Chrome Floor Plate/Sleeve - Each

- 438-240 Badminton System

**Multi-Court Badminton System**
- System includes one badminton upright and 434-050 Badminton Net
- Use with a 438-240 to make a two-court continuous set-up

- 438-241 Multi-Court Badminton System (not shown)

---

**T-Base End Base**
- Designed for use in facilities where sleeve installation isn’t feasible
- Recommend use with steel uprights only & requires only one floor anchor per end
- Each base has two rubber wheels for easy transporting
- Floor anchors, pads and uprights must be ordered separately

- 438-318 T-Base End Bases - Pair
- 87740 - Replacement knob

**T-Base Center Base**
- Use only with the following uprights for multiple court setups:
  - 438-290 Elite Steel Upright Package
  - 438-291 Elite Steel Winch End Upright
  - 438-293 Elite Steel Multi-Court Upright
- Requires two floor anchors per unit
- Floor anchors, pads and uprights must be ordered separately

- 438-319 T-Base Center Base - Each
- 87740 - Replacement knob

**T-Base Pads**
- Easily attached with hook and loop fasteners

- 438-121 T-Base End Base, Navy Pad - Pair
- 438-123 T-Base Center Base, Navy Pad - Each

* Other color options available — contact factory for details.

---

**Style B Floor Anchor**
- Installed in securely anchored wood floors
- Replaceable spring-loaded, pop-up cap
- Includes anchoring cement

- 422-111 Style B Floor Anchor

**Style BX Floor Anchor**
- Same features as model 422-111, with longer knurled anchor - 3½” (89mm)

- 422-241 Style BX Floor Anchor

**Style C Floor Anchor**
- Installed in concrete and vinyl covered concrete floors
- Replaceable spring-loaded pop-up cap
- Includes anchoring cement

- 422-112 Style C Floor Anchor

---

**Style E Floor Anchor**
- Installed in floating wood floors resting on sleepers or metal clip fasteners
- Features removable cap and anchoring cement
- Measure distance from top of floor to top of concrete to determine model

- 422-094 Style E Floor Anchor (less than 2 ½")
- 422-029 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ¼” to 4")
- 422-030 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ¼” to 5")
- 422-031 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ½” to 6")
- 422-032 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ½” to 7½")
- 422-034 Style E Floor Anchor (3 ½” to 9")

---

**Style C Floor Anchor**
- Installed in concrete and vinyl covered concrete floors
- Replaceable spring-loaded pop-up cap
- Includes anchoring cement

- 422-112 Style C Floor Anchor

---

**Style BX Floor Anchor**
- Same features as model 422-111, with longer knurled anchor - 3½” (89mm)

- 422-241 Style BX Floor Anchor

---

**Style E Floor Anchor**
- Installed in floating wood floors resting on sleepers or metal clip fasteners
- Features removable cap and anchoring cement
- Measure distance from top of floor to top of concrete to determine model

- 422-094 Style E Floor Anchor (less than 2 ½")
- 422-029 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ¼” to 4")
- 422-030 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ¼” to 5")
- 422-031 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ½” to 6")
- 422-032 Style E Floor Anchor (2 ½” to 7½")
- 422-034 Style E Floor Anchor (3 ½” to 9")
**Chrome Floor Plate/Sleeve**
- Chrome-plated cover plate includes slotted locking mechanism
- Opens with simple turn of a flathead screwdriver or coin
- Cover plate consists of 7” (18cm) O.D. chrome outer ring and hinged chrome cap
- Heavy-duty steel sleeve receives 3” to 3 1/2” (7.6 to 8.9cm) upright and is 9 1/4” (23cm) deep
- 6” (2.5cm) clearance required between top of floor and sleeve

408-785 Chrome Floor Plate/ 3” Sleeve - Pair
408-786 Chrome Floor Plate/ 3” Sleeve – Each
19885 Chrome Cover Plate assembly only
408-700 Locking Chrome Floor Plate/ 3” Sleeve – Pair
408-701 Locking Chrome Floor Plate/ 3” Sleeve – Each
408-702 Locking Chrome Floor Plate/ 3.5” Sleeve – Pair
408-703 Locking Chrome Floor Plate/ 3.5” Sleeve – Each
19875 Chrome Locking Cover Plate assembly only

**Brass Floor Plate/Sleeve**
- Brass-plated cover plate includes slotted locking mechanism
- Opens with simple turn of a flathead screwdriver or coin
- Cover plate consists of 7” (18cm) O.D. brass outer ring and hinged brass cap
- Heavy-duty steel sleeve receives 3” to 3 1/2” (7.6 to 8.9cm) upright and is 9 1/4” (23cm) deep
- 6” (2.5cm) clearance required between top of floor and sleeve

408-725 Locking Brass Floor Plate/ 3” Sleeve – Pair
408-726 Locking Brass Floor Plate/ 3” Sleeve – Each
408-727 Locking Brass Floor Plate/ 3.5” Sleeve – Pair
408-728 Locking Brass Floor Plate/ 3.5” Sleeve – Each
19870 Locking Brass Cover Plate assembly only

**Locking Super Float Floor Plate/Sleeve**
- Recommended for retrofits only, not for new construction
- 8” (20cm) O.D. wide cover plate allows for 1 1/2” (38mm) of float
- Cover plate is lockable with hex key (included)

408-035 Locking Super Float Floor Plate/Sleeve – Pair
408-036 Locking Super Float Floor Plate/Sleeve – Each
19886 Cover Plate assembly only

Spalding can provide adaptors for existing sleeves over 3” diameter to accommodate any Spalding system. Call customer service at 800.435.3865 for more information.

**Ceiling-Suspended Volleyball Systems**
- Entire system is suspended from the ceiling and stored in a lift-up position
- System comes complete with net, antennas, steel frame supports, padding, operating equipment and controls
- Unit raises and lowers using an electrically operated winch
- No floor sleeves required. Each leg is equipped with rubber pads to protect floors and a small locking device, which maintains the unit’s stability through compression between floor and ceiling framework
- Net adjusts to men’s or women’s heights without the use of any crank or screw device
- System is painted black as standard color. Other color options available upon request
- Weight of single-court system does not exceed 1500 lbs.

Single-court Quick Set Volleyball System
Two-court Quick Set Volleyball System
Three-court Quick Set Volleyball System
36” QUICK SET NET PACKAGE includes:
- 36” (91cm) wide net is 32’ (9.75m) long, with a 34’ (10.4m) top PVC-coated steel cable and a 39’ (12.2m) bottom polypropylene rope
- 2” (51mm) vinyl coated nylon binding on top and bottom
- Includes steel dowels, rope ratchets and net tension straps
- Use with Spalding models 438-290, 438-295, 438-302

434-203 36” Quick Set Net Package

ARAMID FIBER 1M NET PACKAGE includes:
- 1m (39”) wide net is 32’ (9.75m) long, with a 34’ (10.4m) top cable of Aramid Fiber core rope and a 39’ (12.2m) bottom polypropylene rope
- Includes steel dowels, rope ratchets and net tension straps
- Use with Spalding models 438-290, 438-295

434-244 Aramid Fiber 1M Net Package

MULTI-SPORT QUICK SET NET

- Net for use with Multi-Sport system
- Use with Spalding models 438-465, 438-060, 438-025 and 438-026

434-100 Multi-Sport Quick Set Net

CUSTOM NET ORDERING INFORMATION

- Measure the distance between the center of the floor sleeves
- If the measurement is within 35’ 5” to 36’ 6” a custom net is NOT needed
- If the measurement is above or below 35’ 5” to 36’ 6”, call customer service at 1-800-435-3865 to order a custom net
- Spalding nets are only guaranteed to fit Spalding systems

ANTENNAE/HOLDER SET

- One pair of regular fiberglass antennae and 2” (51mm) wide white vinyl holders with hook and loop fasteners

408-046 Antenna/Holder Set

ANTENNAE CLAMPS

- Set of four durable plastic clamps that fasten to the top and bottom of net
- Includes two antennae

408-167 Plastic Clamps & Antennae (includes 4 clamps and 2 antennae)
408-168 Set of Four Plastic Clamps (clamps only)

ROPE COVERS

- Set of four vinyl volleyball rope covers that attach to the upper and lower ropes or cables of net
- Available in black only

438-072 Rope Covers

NET HEIGHT CHAIN

- Net Height Chain hooks to top of net
- Red indicators on chain show proper net height for men, women, co-ed and various age groups

408-031 Net Height Chain
**SV100 UPRIGHT END PADS**
- Made in one piece for end pads
- Eighteen colors available - contact the factory for details

**SV100 UPRIGHT CENTER PADS**
- Made in two pieces for center pads
- Eighteen colors available - contact the factory for details

**SV200 UPRIGHT CENTER & END PADS**
- Made in four-sided (two-piece) end pads and center pads
- Eighteen colors available - contact the factory for details

**DIGITAL GRAPHIC UPRIGHT PADS**
- All digital graphics are done using state-of-the-art, six-color large format printers
- Durable, vivid inks ensure that your padding will outlast the silk-screens and vinyl applications of the past
- Our lamination process decreases the likelihood of scratching as well as regular wear-and-tear from daily use
- Available in the SV200 style only

**NEW PRODUCT**

**ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT REFEREE PLATFORM**
- Meets the NEW USAV 2.6.d Rule: “The platform must be on a support and adjustable in height.”
- Four point emphasis: adjustable, collapsible, movable, and comfortable
- Platform has THREE levels of adjustment at each men’s and women’s heights (six total heights)
- Slip resistant material on steps to improve footing
- ¾” thick comfort padding on platform for extended periods of standing
- Unit folds for easy and convenient storage

**FREESTANDING REFEREE PLATFORM**
- Meets NFHS Specifications
- Portable unit can be used with any volleyball system
- Base has wheels for easy transporting
- Unit folds for storage
- Platform height is 44” (112cm) high, 29” (74cm) wide
- Unit has protective rubber-tipped legs
- Pads not included

**FREESTANDING REFEREE PLATFORM PADS**
- Meets NFHS Specifications
- Padding comes in six-piece or one-piece configurations
- Custom colors and custom digital graphic pads available - contact factory for details

**SUPPORTED REFEREE PLATFORM**
- Fits on 48-295 and 48-290 systems with SV200 pads only
- Attaches to upright with collar and locking pin
- Platform includes formfitting padding, which meets all specification requirements
- Padding cover material is 14 oz. vinyl

**new product**

**upright pad specifications:**

- **SV200**
  - END UPRIGHTS: 1 package - 14 LB. (6kG), 10” x 68” x 10” (254MM x 1727MM x 254MM), 3.9 CF
  - CENTER UPIGHTS: 1 package - 9 LB. (4kG), 10” x 68” x 10” (254MM x 1727MM x 254MM), 3.9 CF

- **SV100**
  - END UPIGHTS: 1 package - 16 LB. (7kG), 17” x 18” x 35” (432MM x 686MM x 889MM), 6.19 CF
  - CENTER UPIGHTS: 1 package - 10 LB. (4.5kG), 17” x 18” x 35” (432MM x 686MM x 889MM), 6.19 CF

- **DIGITAL GRAPHIC**
  - END UPIGHTS: 1 package - 14 LB. (6kG), 10” x 68” x 10” (254MM x 1727MM x 254MM), 3.9 CF
  - CENTER UPIGHTS: 1 package - 9 LB. (4kG), 10” x 68” x 10” (254MM x 1727MM x 254MM), 3.9 CF

available padding colors - contact the factory for details.
Spalding® Volleyball accessories

Volleyball Equipment Cart
- Holds and transports up to four uprights, padding, nets and one referee platform
- Four swivel casters permit travel through a 36” (91cm) doorway
438-017 Volleyball Equipment Cart

Volleyball Equipment Carrier
- Holds and transports up to six uprights, one referee platform, all padding and nets
- Four swivel casters permit travel through a 36” (91cm) doorway
438-057 Volleyball Equipment Carrier

Volleyball Net Storage Rack
- Neatly holds and transports one volleyball net of any size
- Four swivel casters allow for easy maneuverability
- Non-marking casters
408-055 Spalding VolleyCaddy

Volleyball Upright Transporter
- Fits on all 3” uprights for easy transport
- Sold individually
438-145 Volleyball Upright Transporter

Upright Storage Stand
- Anchors to floor and hold uprights vertically (anchors included)
- Holds up to 5 uprights
438-030 Upright Storage Stand

Upright Storage Rack
- Attaches to wall to hold uprights in a vertical position
- Can be locked for security purposes (lock not included)
438-020 Upright Storage Rack — Holds 3 Uprights
438-024 Upright Storage Rack — Holds 4 Uprights

Spalding VolleyCaddy
- Innovative cart and carry system
- On-court ball cart reconfigures for easy transportation
- Kit includes nylon bag with carry strap
- Holds up to 8 volleyballs
- Navy blue color only
438-055 Spalding VolleyCaddy

Volleyball Scoreboard
- Lightweight frame sits on any flat surface
- White numerals are 5” tall on red and blue backgrounds
- Unit is 20” wide x 12” high x 7” deep
408-030 Volleyball Scoreboard

Worm Gear Winch with Slide Collar
- Adjustable height worm gear winch eliminates backlash and keeps net tight during intense play
- Nylon leader strap allows for safety and easy net attachment
- Fits on Elite Aluminum & Elite Steel Systems
- Fits on 3” (76mm) O.D. uprights
- One-year warranty
438-383 Worm Gear Winch with Slide Collar
438-380 Worm Gear Winch (not shown)

Volleyball Drill Cart
- Holds up to 30 balls
- Nylon bin on steel frame with swivel rollers
- Navy blue color only
438-054 Volleyball Drill Cart

Volleyball Ball Cart
- Base is made of aluminum 1” x 1” anodized square tubing
- Dimensions: 25” L x 25” W x 18 1/2” deep
- Includes nylon carry bag with shoulder strap
- Holds approximately 20 volleyballs
- Navy blue nylon material
438-056 Volleyball Ball Cart

Worm gear Winch
- Adjustable height worm gear winch eliminates backlash and keeps net tight during intense play
- Nylon leader strap allows for safety and easy net attachment
- Fits on Elite Aluminum & Elite Steel Systems
- Fits on 3” (76mm) O.D. uprights
- One-year warranty
438-383 Worm Gear Winch with Slide Collar
438-380 Worm Gear Winch (not shown)
SET-N-SPIKE®

- Wall-mounted framework folds against wall for storage in less than two minutes
- Protective upright pads are included
- 12’ (3.6m) net can be adjusted to accommodate appropriate height for players at multiple levels
- Unit requires 24’ (7.3m) of running wall space
- Contact factory for other storage cover colors

438-230 Set-N-Spike® with navy storage cover
438-249 Set-N-Spike® without storage cover

PRO SPIKE™ TRAINER

- Designed to improve spiking technique, power, approach, arm swing and endurance
- Designed to teach players to hit on top of ball correctly (ball not included)
- Height adjusts from 6’1/2’ (2m) to 11’1/2’ (3.5m) in 2” (51mm) increments
- Locking pin secures upright to wall mounting bracket
- Unit can be easily moved from one location to another

438-010 PRO SPIKE™ Trainer

SPIKE MASTER

- Incorporates all features of the PRO SPIKE™ Trainer
- Allows players to hit on top of ball correctly
- Includes upright and wall mounting bracket
- Ball and floor mounted adapter are not included

438-560 Spike Master

ALTERNATE MOUNTING OPTIONS

- Allows attachment of PRO SPIKE™ Trainer or Spike Master to Style B, C, BX or E Floor Anchors (floor anchors sold separately, see page 54)

438-017 Floor Mounted Adapter

- Clamp-on adapter mounts PRO SPIKE™ Trainer or Spike Master to 2’1” to 3’ (63-76mm) O.D. uprights

438-016 PRO SPIKE™ Trainer Adapter Kit (not shown)
- Wall-mounting bracket for mounting PRO SPIKE™ Trainer or Spike Master
  in alternate locations

438-015 PRO SPIKE™ Trainer Bracket Kit (not shown)
General Warranty Information

Spalding warrants its products against defects in material and workmanship. Without charge, Spalding will, at its option, either repair or replace any products shown to our satisfaction to be defective within the designated warranty timeframe, provided it is returned to the factory (after authorization), transportation prepaid. This warranty covers only products manufactured by Spalding and does not extend to transportation, installation or replacement charges incurred by customer; nor does it apply to products or components of another manufacturer used in conjunction with Spalding products according to the terms hereof and standards acceptable in Spalding’s industry. This warranty is exclusive and in lieu of any other express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for particular purpose. Modification of Spalding products renders the warranty void and could create a risk of severe personal injury. Abuse, misuse, abnormal usage, faulty installation, vandalism, acts of nature, improper maintenance or unauthorized repairs are not covered under warranty. No obligations or liabilities exist on the part of Spalding for consequential damages arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of the products.